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Abstract 
Teachers use questions in their respective classroom on a daily basis as a part of their 
instructional practices. Research into questioning strategies and sequences indicated that 
the incorporation of purposeful and effective questions, variety of techniques, and the 
sequence of questions had a significant impact on both teachers and students. Results 
indicated that teachers were more aware of what and how the students were learning and 
thinking. Teachers became more familiar with their content and the expectations of their 
students, had more meaningful and frequent communication with each other, as well as 
between students. Students became better problem solvers, validated their own 
responses, and pursued alternatives in solutions. Teachers and students became more 
vested in the learning process. 
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Questioning Strategies that Promote Critical Thinking 
A teacher has many different roles and responsibil ities lhal must be met in order 
to provide for students' learning of a particular content in his/her classroom. How do 
teachers know if the students are learning? How do teachers know what the students are 
learning? What information or knowledge do the students bring with them to the 
classroom? Have students retained or developed misinformation or alternative 
understandings from past experiences? How do the teachers know to what extent his/her 
students' level of understanding is? How do teachers know what students are thinking? 
How do teachers build on the existing knowledge of students in order to their critical 
thinking skills? While written assessments and other learner-developed products can 
provide answers to some of these q uestions including new knowledge that has been 
constructed or existing knowledge that has been augmented in varying degrees, overt 
indications of knowledge construction require an analysis of process data (King, 1994). 
Smnce know]edge construction is an internal cognitive process, research in this a rea must 
look for external indications that knowledge constrnction is taking place and to what 
extent (King). One way to obtain the external indicators is to incorporate various 
questioning strategics or techniques and sequences in various contexts for both the 
teacher and the student. Questions raise new ideas and suggestions, which stimulate 
student thought and action while revealing a particular strand of problem-solving logic 
(Penick, Crow, & Bonnestetter, 1996). As Cathleen Galas remarked in 1999, "a good 
question leads to more new questions, new discoveries, new realms never even 
considered before" (p. 11 ). 
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Recognizing the importance of questions in teaching, researchers still do not 
know much aboul questioning and the impact quest ioning has on teaching and learning. 
The incorporation of questjoning by both teacher and student in a classroom environment 
raise several questions in and of itself. What educational objectives can questions help 
s tudents achieve (Gall, 1970)? What types of questions should be asked by the teacher 
and the student (Commeyras, 1995; Gall)? When should the questions be asked and for 
what purpose? What are the criteria of an effective question and how can effective 
questions be identified (Gall)? How do you get the students to ask questions that are not 
only more numerous, but effective and to the level of critical thjnking? Should the 
questions teachers and students ask be categorized into levels of taxonomy to gauge the 
types of questions be ing asked, as well as the frequency of questions? How do teachers 
and students develop questioning skills? Does ques tioning affect the behavior of the 
teacher and/or student? How do students' responses impact what questions teache rs ask 
and how a teacher responds? H ow can teacher's questioning-framing skills be improved 
(Gall)? 
This research topic was also selected to provide guidance and an opportunity for 
enhancement as part of an ongoing action research that is currently being conducted by a 
collaborative team of educators at Penfield High School. While this research paper may 
not be able to answer all the questions herein, or answer some of the questions 
completely, the paper will highlight many of these items addsessed by respected authors 
in the field of education. It wiU also serve as a more pedagogical and best-practice 
foundation for the continued action research of the Penfield High School collaborative 
team. 
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This research paper explored the importance of questioning in the c lassroom, the 
shift in educational paradigm in the area of mathematics that supports the need for more 
questionjng on the pa11 of both teacher and student (National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM), 2000; NCTM I 991; NCTM, 1989), vruious methods for 
analyzing cmTent questioning practices and various questiorung sequences. With regards 
to the analys is of current questioning, the research discussed whether or not the types of 
questions asked s hould be categorized and if so how. The questioning sequences that 
were addressed included teacher-student, student-teacher-student and student-student, 
along with the impact the questioning sequences had on both teacher and student 
behaviors. The remainder of topics addressed included other influences on how much 
and what type of questioning are executed by teachers in the classroom, how questioning 
practices, for both teacher and student, could be improved and finally what still remains 
to be done in the ru·ea of questioning in the classroom. 
The methodology for the research consisted of four lesson studies with a 
collaborative team of th ree high school math teachers. The three teachers alternated 
observing and scripting the questioning of both teacher and student and there respective 
responses in the three classroom settings. Student samples of work associated with 
specific problems and questions were obtained from in-class work, homework, tickets-
out-the-door, and formal and informal assessments, and small group and class 
discussions, where the identity of the students involved will be anonymous. Additional 
components of the research included comments made by teachers during debriefing 
and/or planning meetings and person reflections following the completion of the various 
lessons. 
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Past research on questioning strategies has i_ndicated that, when properly 
sequenced, instructional questions not only foster student engagement, but the 
development of complex levels of thinking (Hamblen, 1984 ). Good questions provoke 
thought, are based in students' experiences, and call for creative thinking (King, 1994). 
This thoughl and creative thinking should be demonstrated on the part of both teacher and 
studenl. 
The intent of this research was to demonstrate that questioning by both teachers 
and students, and the analysis of the questions and associated responses led to the 
improvement of questioning skills by both the teacher and students which in turn led to 
the improvement and added success of the teachers' instruction and students' learning, as 
well as a higher level of thinking for the students in the three classrooms involved. While 
the study did not cover a long length of time, the research a lso evaluated if the 
questioning conducted by the teachers and students improved or moved students forward 
on their path of development of critical or higher-level thinking skills. 
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Literature Review 
A fairly new topic of research in student learning has been the art of questioning 
by teachers and/or students and the impact the questioning has on ins truction and learning 
in the classroom, as well as the development of students' critical thinking skins . The 
li cerature reviewed discussed various questioning strategies and the impact on students 
and teachers on many levels. 
Typically, most classroom instruction has been monopolized by teachers 
employing a variety of strategies that dominate the speaki ng floor, make frequent request 
of low-level factual or recall of information, and a disregard for students bid to change 
the current topic (Carlsen, l991). Additionally, prior studies in science classrooms reveal 
that the rate of teacher questions were dependent on the type of activi ty and teacher 
knowledge (Carlsen, 1991). The questioning rate was highest during lectures and lowest 
during routine seat work, with the rate of questioning having a negative correlation with 
teacher knowledge of the specific content. 
Within the field of mathematics education, the National Council of Teachers of 
Teachers in Mathematics (NCTM) proposed reform (NCTM, 1989) and subsequently 
released standards and principles (NCTM, 2000) for teachers of mathematics which 
would require teachers to develop instruction activities and provide for a Jearning 
en vironment that encourages their students' mathematical inquiry, understanding and 
sense making. Thus requiring teachers to be develop strategies for complying with the 
new reform in mathematics education, some of which were addressed in the literature 
reviewed. In 1995, Michelle Comrneyras sta ted, "creating opportunities and 
encouraging student-centered questioning class for a teacher-student dynamic different 
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from that observed in most classrooms" (p. 101). Goals which would have the teacher 
pose questions and c reate situations that allow the student to identify and investigate 
problems remain, for the most part, prescriptive rather than descri.ptive of much 
classroom practice (Hamblen, 1984). 
While there is not a great deal of research on teacher questioning, early research 
on this topic has been addressed through process-product research. Process-product 
research has contTibuted many findings that helped to understand teacher questioning, 
however, much of the research has been focused on the effects of longer wait time and an 
increased use of higher-order thinking questions (Roth, 1966). This type of research does 
not address some more important issues, which have resulted in interpretive and 
sociolinguistic approaches to research into teacher questioning (Carlsen, 1988). In 1970, 
Meredith Gall, a significant figure in the field of questioning in education concluded that 
" it would be of interest to investigate the types of questions students ask [but] the more 
important question is to identify the types of questions which students should be 
encouraged to ask" (p. 716). 
The literature reviewed will demonstrate how the process-product and 
sociolinguistic approaches to research differ, identify differing opinions as co the 
treatment of questions asked in the classroom, various strategies or techniques into 
questioning and questioning sequence such as the reflective toss (Van Zee & M instrell, 
1997), reciprocal questioning and guided peer or cooperative-questioning (King, 1990, 
1994). AdditionaUy, the extent that various questioning analysis has on the development 
of student's critical thinking skills, the impact on teacher and student behavior as a result 
of questioning and olher influences on questioning in the classroom such as gender and 
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teacher beliefs will also be explored. The stll.ldies highlighted in the li terature focused 
primarily on spoken questions which occuITed during regular classroom teaching. 
Background 
Within the area of mathematics education, current reform has included 
discussions of and inqujry into the nature of mathematics, mathemat ics learning and 
mathematics teaching. While reform has been shaped by a number of influences, the 
consensus of reform has been represented by the NCTM's standards document The 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, J 989) defined 
the goals for reform as all students should: 
1. learn to value mathematics, 
2. become confident in their ability to do mathematics, 
3. become mathematical problem solvers, 
4. learn to communicate mathematically, 
5. learn to reason mathematically (p. 5) 
The standards document promote an instructional and learning environment in 
which students engage in the exploration of mathematical situations, oral and written 
communication of ideas and modification and validation of those ideas. In a subsequent 
NCTM document entitled Principles & Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 
2000), decisions were made by teachers, school administrators, and other education 
professionals which constitute a vision to guide educators as they strive for the continual 
improvement of mathematics education in classrooms. 
Six principles for school mathematics address overarching themes that could 
apply to any content area: 
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l. Equity 
2. Curriculum 
3. Teaching 
4. Learning 
5. Assessment 
6. Technology (p. 11) 
The areas of Teaching and Learning have the most relevance to the research explored in 
this manuscript. 
In the area of teaching, effective mathematics teaching requires an understanding 
of what students know and need to ]earn, as well as providing challenges and support for 
the students to learn. With regards to learning, students must learn mathematics with 
understanding, where they actively build new knowledge from experience and prior 
knowledge (NCT M, 1991; NCTM 2000; King, 1990). New learning is extended through 
student engagement situations that require an extension of their understanding and bui ld 
additional connections to it (Simon, 1994). Guided high-level questioning and 
responding result in group members thinking about the material in new ways, as they 
would be confronted with differing peer perspectives on the content being studied that 
would be reconciled (King, 1990). 
The NCTM Principles & Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) 
identified ten standards which describe what mathematics instruction should enable 
students to know and do. The Content Standards explicitly describe the content that 
students should learn and are categorized as: "Number and Operations, Algebra, 
Geometry, Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability. The Process Standards 
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highlight ways of acquiring and using content knowledge and are: Problem-solving, 
Reasoning and Proof. Communication, Connections, and Representation" (p. 30). 
The categories, Data Analysis and Probability, Communication, Problem-solving, 
and Reasoning and Proof, require students to fom1uJate questions, develop and evaluate 
inferences, make conjectures and predictions. As the standards state (NCTM, 2000) 
" teachers play an important role in helping LO enable the development of reflective habits 
of mind by asking questions" (p. 54) and "by anticipating student' s questions, teachers 
can decide if particular problems will help to further mathematical goals for the class" (p. 
52). Questions such as "Why do you think thfa is true?" and "Does anyone think the 
answer is different and why do you think so?" (p. 56) help students recognize that 
statements need to be justified or refuted by evidence, thus engaging students in 
evaluating a proposed method for themselves (Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997). NCTM 
(2000) stated that "Listening to others' explanations gives students opportunities to 
develop their own understandings" and "Conversations in which mathematical ideas are 
explored from multiple perspectives help the participants sharpen their thinking and 
make connections" (p. 59). The participants in this case are both the teacher and students 
in the classroom. Students gain insights into their thinking when they present their 
algorithms for solving problems, when they justify their reasoning to a peer or teacher or 
when they formu late a question about something they are inquiring more knowledge on 
or are confused about. This is also when alternative ideas or misconceptions can be 
identified, explored and altered. 
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In order for teachers to provide instruction that reflects the shifts in the resulting 
reform dictated by NCTM (2000), Martin Simon in 1994 outlined areas in which teachers 
must develop their learning into six key components: 
l. knowledge of mathematics 
2. knowledge about mathematics 
3. useful and personally meaningful theories of mathematics learning 
4. knowledge of student; development of particular mathematical ideas 
5. the ability to plan instruction that adheres to the reformed principles and 
standards 
6. the ability to interact effectively with students (i.e. , listening, questioning, 
monitoring, and facilitating classroom discourse (p. 72) 
In addition, students must learn to question and explore each other's thinking in 
order to clarify underdeveloped ideas that are uncovered as a result of classroom 
discourse. The reform documents recommend that mathematics students should be 
discussing and questioning their own thinking and the thinkjng of others (Nicol, 1998-
1999). As Martin Simon stated in 1994, "Individuals involved in learning mathematics 
are also members of mathematical communities which are involved in the development 
of shared mathematical perspectives (p. 74). When students are held responsible to 
negotiate the difference in thinking out loud, students benefit from the discussion, while 
the teacher can monitor their learni~ng (Lampert, 1990). 
Purpose of Questioning 
The use of questioning in a classroom is an important aspect of teacher's daily 
practices. Researcher in the last half of a century have indicated that questioning 
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strategies are essenti al to the growth of critical thinking skills , creativity, and higher 
thinking skills (Marzano, 1993; Shaunessy, 2000). Questioning has many purposes 
which include, but are not limited to, launching a lesson or discussion, assessment of 
prior knowledge, student e ngagement, motivation (student interest) (Lampert, 1990), 
generate a student-centered environment, develop questioning skills (Galas, 1999; Roth, 
1996), promote critical thinking skills ( Hall & Myers, 1977), help studen ts develop their 
own knowledge, extend knowledge (Roth, 1996), promote student accountability for the 
validity of their work and other classmates (Lampert, 1990; Simon & Schifter, 1991; Van 
Zee & Minstrell , l 997), help students clarify their meanings, provide for consideration of 
alternate views, monitor discussions and students thinking, influence or guide student's 
thinking (Nicol, 1998-1999; Simon & Schifter, 1991, Penick et. al, 1996; Sitko & 
Siemon, 1982; Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997), promote an abstraction of ideas from the 
context of specific problems (S imon, 1994) and cogni tive-memory or factual-recall 
(S itko & Slernon, 1982). Most research spanning more than half a cenrnry has indicated 
that teachers' questioning has been for factual recall. Traditional instruction has included 
questio1ting for the sole purpose of determining if the student has a correct response, 
whereby the correct responds was predetermined. The questions have not sought 
information but answers to be assessed in what the teacher al ready knows (Roth, 1996). 
This is due in part to the lack of effective teacher training programs (Gall, 1970). 
In order to make questioning more meaningful, teachers should have the purpose 
for q uestioning in mind when formulating the types of questions to be asked, the timing 
of lhe questions, and the sequence of questioning (Penick et al., 1996; Van Zee & 
Minstrell, 1997). Other factors that influence teacher questioning are discussed later. 
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Conrext and Content of Questioning 
William Carlsen conducted a study on Questioning in Classroom: A 
Sociolinguistic Perspective (1991), whereby he found that "the meaning of questions is 
dependent on the context in discourse, the content of the questions cannot be ignored and 
that questions reflect and sustain status differences in the classroom" (p. 157). Research 
on questioning has typically not addresses that classroom questions are not solely reliant 
on the behavior of the teacher, but are integrated forms of communication between 
teacher and student that are essential to instruction and learning. Carlsen also stated that 
past research in the form of process-product only addressed structuring, soliciting, 
responding and reacting as separate variables (Carlsen, 1991). However, process-product 
research has provided for valuable information on the positive effects of longer wait time, 
higher frequency of turn taking or the differential use of high-inference questions (Roth, 
1996). 
Carlsen's sociolinguistic approach to research began to develop descriptions and 
obtain results for how speakers interact in social settings within the classroom , which is 
imperative in student-centered, inquiry based Learning environments under new 
mathematical reform. Context within the framework of sociolinguistic research 
conducted by Carlsen inc luded detailed descriptions of the utterances by different 
speakers sequenced together in discourse. More specifically, Carlsen' s 1991 research 
provided for detailed transcripts of teacher, student and o ther class members interactions 
which outline how a teacher's initial question, followed by more questions and student 
verbal and nonverbal responses def10e the context for future questions by the teacher. 
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With regard to content of questions, process-product research has not resulted in 
consistent findings. Sociolinguistic research has demonstrated that the use of certain 
sequences of questions help teachers maintain tight control of a discourse topic. Other 
research conducted in this regard has highlighted that teachers with a more extensive 
amount of higher knowledge planned to ask questions about material not covered in the 
textbook and required students to synthesjze the material , teachers with lower-level of the 
knowledge planned to ask only recall questions (Carlsen, 1991). Content of questions 
could be better analyzed if a typology or classification schema is created and used for 
analysis and evaluation that could serve to integrate various topics and concepts (Roth, 
1996). 
Questioning Strategies 
Questioning strategies most likely have an embedded purpose and/or content and 
context, but are more frequently jdentified by one of the following: certain steps a 
teacher should follow (Galas, 1999; Penick et. al, 1996), asking questions guided by a 
categorization or coding schematic (Shaunessy, 2000), the type of framework for 
questioning or sequencing that is expected, e.g. guided cooperative questioning (King, 
1994 ), guided reciprocal peer-questioning (King, 1990), student questioning 
(Commeyras, 1995), questioning, listening and responding (Nicol, 1998-1999) and 
reflective teacher questioning. The research on coding or categorization of questions was 
not without controversy. 
Strategic Steps 
One series of strategic steps for questioning incorporated 5 steps that were utilized 
in an eighth grade classroom that incorporated technology in a student-centered 
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envi ronment (Galas, 1995). The steps followed included: l ) engage students in asking 
questions, 2) individualize questions by asking students to describe their personal 
interests, 3) students categorized or grouped questions and/or eliminated questions wi th 
justification, 4) exploration and explanation of conjectures and resulting answers, and 5) 
refinement of questions. and 6) continued exploration. Throughout the learning 
experience the teacher involved demonstrated to stude nts that Galas (1999) valued "all 
questions, not just the ' right questions' where students delved deeper and deeper into 
neuroscience" (p. 12). The last step of the 6 step process was very cyc1ica] in nature, 
where the teacher also asked students guiding questions as they exp1ored, experienced 
and explored. This process was very similar to the process addressed by Simon (1994) 
that consisted of the following stages: 1) exploration, 2) concept identification, and 3) 
application which triggered a new exploration stage. One constant theme highlighted by 
Simon (1994) was that the ideas and processes continued to evolve as "the cyclical aspect 
of [thisl framework emphasizes new learning always involves the application and 
extension of previous knowledge" (p. 78). 
Another form of a stepped or sequenced questioning slrategy was utilized to 
provide teachers with a tool for thinking about questions and use in science inquiry-based 
learning environment. This particular questioning strategy modeled questioning behavior 
by the teacher, which allowed students to visually recognize the teacher's logic and 
reasoning skills for resolving problems (Penick et. al, 1996). A mnemonic was devised 
to assist in remembering the order of the stages, "HR A SE, which stands for history, 
re lationships, application. speculation and explanatio n" (p. 26). The phase of speculation 
could lead to tangents in classroom discourse which could result in varying degrees of 
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productive discussions (Penick et. al, 1996). Penick et. al, stated that "questioning a 
student and listening closely to the responses allowed us to assess what students think and 
why they have that particular idea" (p. 29). 
Categorization of Questions 
A variety of questioning strategies was recommended, and some researchers 
believed that focusing the types or categories of questions on lhe higher level of Bloom's 
taxonomy would result in students' engagement in a higher level of thinking (Hamblen, 
1984; Marzano, 1993; Shaunessy, 2000). Marzano (1993) and Hamblen (1984) 
summarized Bloom's taxonomy or classification system as containing six levels of 
cognitive processing: 
l. Knowledge 
2. Comprehension 
3. Application 
4. Analysis 
5. Synthesis 
6. Evaluation (p. 155) 
Shaunessy (2000) and King (1990) identified application, analysis. synthesis, and 
evaluation as the higher end of the taxonomy spectrum and stressed the importance of 
teachers and students to structure questions at these higher levels. Teachers must be 
aware of the intended processes they want their students to use when structuring their 
questions. Shaunessy (2000) stated that the most commonly recommended types of 
questioning "is the divergent-th.inking questions that probes beyond the convergent, one-
correct answer question to delve more deeply into an area" (p. J 5). 
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Karen Hamblen (1984) believed that the taxonomy was created on the belief that 
"learning occurs in a hierarchical fashion, starting with the simplest of thinking process 
and proceeding in a step-by-step manner through succeeding , more complex process" 
(p. 42). However, while Marzano and Hamblen incorporated Bloom's higher regarded 
categories into their literary writings, both commented on the confusion that still exists in 
it practical use by researchers and teachers alike. Hamblen (1984) stated that " a major 
problem with Bloom's taxonomy that continues to be a source of educational confusion 
and semantic embarrassment is the separation of the affective from the cognitive and the 
use of cognition to mean essentially intellectual and logical thought processes rather than 
all knowledge modalities" (p. 43). Hamblen (1984) also stated that another disturbing 
distraction of the taxonomy is the finite and minor distinctions made amongst the 
subcategories within each of the six levels. This has resulted in difficulty on the part of 
educators to classify behavioral objectives in ljne with the major categories themselves 
(Sitko & Siemon, 1982). Marzano (1993) agreed with and identified a specific example 
where "when teachers were asked to determine whether a specific question was an 
example of an analysis question or an evaluation question, teachers disagreed more often 
than not" (p. 155). Hamblen (1984) espoused "teachers should not be overly concerned 
with the classification of specific questions, but rather focus on formulating a substantive 
discussion that conforms to the spirit, if not to the letter, of the taxonomic sequence" (p. 
49). 
Framework of Questioning Sequence 
Various research studies have been conducted that utilize one of the following 
frameworks for questioning or the sequence of questioning: guided cooperative 
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questioning, reciprocal peer-questioning, questioning, listening and responding, student 
question ing, and reflective teacher questioning. Each of these frameworks proved to 
have a dramatic impact on the instruction and the students' learning. 
King (1994) indicated that the effectiveness of the guided questioning strategy 
was attributed to the format of the guiding questions. Findings from this study suggested 
a strong correlation between the "level of questioning and level of knowledge statements, 
with jntegration (the highest level of questioning)" (p. 363). However, both students and 
teachers involved in this study received several hours of training 011 how to teach skills of 
explanation and question - generation, in addition to specific lesson materials to present 
at the five lessons (King, 1994). Similarly, the study conducted by King in 1990 on 
guided reciprocal peer- questioning also required training on behalf of the students on 
several occasions. The result of the study indicated that, "students who used the 
reciprocal peer- questioning framework asked more critical thinking questions, elaborated 
more and demonstrated higher achievement than their discussion group counterparts" (p. 
675). King stated that " it was the question stems which actually elicited the high level of 
questioning and responding" (p. 681) and "due to the generic nature of question stems, it 
is likely that the same set of stems could be applied to any topic in any content area to 
promote thinking and discussion about that topic" (p. 683). 
The framework of questioning, listening and responding prescribed by Nicol in 
1998-1999, utilized an approach for prospective teachers. The result of this study 
showed the effects of questioning on teachers' behaviors and highlighted that the 
experiences that each teacher had was different based on the individual perspectives that 
the teachers held on questioning. 
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Commeyras (1995) explored that teachers could learn from questions their 
students asked, where it focused on the learning outcomes for teachers rather than for 
students. Questioned utilized in this study on text comprehension focused on two 
categories: 1) information-seeking questions and 2) comprehension monitoring questions. 
This particular approach also required student training through teacher modeling and 
guidance. Comrneyras (1995) stated that "thinking provoked by students' questions can 
help us as teachers to reach broader understandings of text" (p. 103). Additionally, 
listening to and letting students elaborate the meaning of their own questions can provide 
insight into teachers' thinking of recognizing there are a variety of way to approach and 
interpret the intent of a student's question (Commeyras, 1995). It must be noted that 
when students raise questions through classroom discourse, some of these questions may 
be distracting, disturbing and provide moments of discomfort. However, teachers need to 
consider that these moments, as uncomfortable as tile experience, provide for an 
additional opportunity to learn from listening to students (Commeyras, 1995). Similarly, 
Shaunessy's 2000 study highlighted the direct impact of a questioning process that 
involves the students questioning and the assumptions inherent to the teacher's question, 
which resulted in an opportunity for the teacher to pose better questions that eliminated 
the teacher's assumptions. 
The last and least utilized framework of questioning was that of reflective 
questioning utilized by Van Zee and Minstrell in 1997. Van Zee and Minstrell referred to 
this framework as a reflective toss which incorporates three major themes for using 
questioning: 1) help students clarify their meanings, 2) provide an opportunity for 
students to explore a wide variety of views in a neutral and respectful manner, and 3) 
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help students monitor the discussion and their own thinking. The result of the 
interpretive case study involved complex changes to student's thinking. The reflective 
toss sequence is described by Van Zee and Minstrell (1997) as "a student statement, 
teacher question, and additional student statements" (p. 227). This particular question 
generated hy the teacher was intended to give the students responsibility for thinld ng. 
Minstrel] described his intent as being "to elicit what students think'' (p. 229) which is 
opposition to traditional teacher questioning which is to evaluate what students know. 
An episode that was scripted recorded a series of reflective tosses that allowed 
Minstrell to engage all of his students in the exploration of one student's alternative 
approach to solving a particular problem. The exchange of statements and questions had 
discovered an alternative approach by one student. The effects of this reflective exchange 
of a student's alternative method allowed for Minstrell to formulate questions in ways 
that shifted the accountability for evaluating answers from the teacher to the student, 
resulted in the public affirmation in a change of a student's thinking, as well as engaging 
other students in the construction of the meaning behind another students' though 
processes. A similar study by Gall in 1970 also investigated the questions and responses 
which engaged other students in responding to questions and statements of other students. 
Van Zee's study allowed for the identification and reaffirmation by Minstrell of 
his underlying and emergent goals and beliefs to his instructional and questioning 
practices (Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997). The student accountability for validation and the 
analysis of questions and answers was also demonstrated in studies completed by Galas 
(1995) and Lampert (1990). 
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Met hods for Analyzing Questions 
A large focus of the literature reviewed was center on transcripts of conversations 
and/or utterances that detail both teacher questions, student responses and additional 
follow-up questions, which could have been made by either the teacher or other students 
in the class, along with scripts of debriefing sessions with teachers. Not all studies 
incorporated responses of the students, but merely tracked the type and amount of 
questions asked. 
One consistent method for analyzing questioning and/or response transcripts 
involves either a coding scheme or categorization of questions, i.e. Bloom's taxonomy 
(Commeyras, 1995, Lampert, 1990, King, 1990, 1994; Nicol, 1998-1999; Shaunessy, 
2000). Roth's 1996 research categorized scripted questions which utilized a typology 
specific to the content area of engineering. 
A less recognized approach than analyzing questioning was an interpretative 
framework of reflective questioning was also reviewed (Van Zee & Minstre11, 1997). 
Minstrel! was a winner of the 1995 Presidential Award for Excellence in Science 
Teaching, where Van Zee believed that Minstrell's ways of speaking (use of the 
reflective toss metaphors) were critical to his cognitive approach to cognitive approach to 
instruction. The study focused its attention on the kinds of concerns that shaped 
Minstrell's questioning, rather than to code or count question categories. As Van Zee 
stated, "from a theoretical perspective mutually exclusive categories cannot be defined in 
contexts in which there are likely to be multiple purposes for any particular utterance" (p. 
235). These concerns as earlier stated were the three themes incorporated into the 
reflective toss sequencing, as well as Minstrell' s beliefs, underlying and emergent goals 
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for instruction and student learning. In support of Van Zee's comments, Shaunessy 
(2000) stated that "reflectiive questions encourage students to consider their thinking 
processes and examine their strategies in a metacognitive fashion" (p. 16). 
Other Influences on Questioning 
While there are numerous influences on both the use and ability of teachers' 
questioning, three influences which were identified in the literature review were: 
teachers' beliefs or perspective, lack of or enhanced amount of training or professional 
development, and gender of students in the classroom responding to or asking questions. 
Training 
Many of the studies that were written and reviewed incorporated practices of 
various types of training prior to or part of the actual can-ied out questioning strategy. 
However, lack of training or the need for teacher training in best practices of questioning 
was a continued reoccurring theme. The results of several training sessions had an 
overwhelming impact on the behaviors of the teachers and students. 
One particular instance resulted in a shift of a teacher's emphasis on asking 
questions of students in an effort to guide students processes in the direction she wanted 
them to take, to an emphasis on asking questions with the intention of engaging others in 
the whole-class discussion, which resulted in the teacher learning more about what her 
student' s were thinking (Nicol, 1998-1999). Another effect on exposing teachers to new 
questioning strategies was having provided teachers with the opportunity for personal 
reflection, which in turn provided for an opportunity to review instructional practices 
(Nicol, 1998-1999). When teachers focused there efforts on attending to students 
thinking and reasoning, teachers were provided with opportunities to investigate and 
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explore mathematical ideas and assumptions themselves (Nicol, 1998-1999). Nicol 
stated "that curriculum and instruction instructors can influence prospective teachers' 
thinking and beliefs toward being responsive to powerful pedagogical principles" (p.63). 
Commeyras (1995) viewed "training in question-asking skills as an educational 
innovation" (p. 102). Sitko and Slemon (1982) found that teachers felt that through 
training and havjng been provided with opporlunities to explore questioning strategies, 
they were more aware of the levels of questions they asked and of the levels of students' 
answers. Hall and Myer (1977) suggested that educators who are involved in planning 
in-service programs which are designed to create significant change in teacher classroom 
behavior should "consider teacher perceptions carefully" (p. 167). Other shortcomings 
were noted by Mitchell (1994) with regard to the interpretation of the skills by teachers 
and the actual application of skills. Mitchell's 1994 study was conducted for the purpose 
of examining the possibilities of developing teaching skills models and structuring of 
teacher's beliefs as they relate to a particular teaching skill. 
Beliefs 
Just as students bring with them prior knowledge and past experiences to a 
c lassroom, so do teachers. In addition prior knowledge and experience, teachers also 
bring to their classroom and ways of instruction their individual beliefs or implicit 
theories. In one instance a teacher that was observed became more aware of the 
contradictions in her own actions and beliefs when she posed questions that were 
intended to elicit student's thinking (Nicol, 1998-1999). Nicol (1998-1999) went on to 
state that "different prospective teachers' issues of questioning, listening and responding 
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arise in which one is in the fore than the background at different points in the course" (p. 
61). 
In a study completed by Hall and Myers in 1977 it was noted that "change in 
teacher classroom behavior closely ties and is complicated by teacher perception of 
performance" (p. 167). Mitchell (1994) described past research that concluded that 
teachers "hold and actually use beliefs to shape their practice, and that at times there 
beliefs tend to be idiosyncratic" (p. 70). Mitchell (1994) concluded that the beliefs held 
by teachers are often incomplete and inconsistent with those from skill models in other 
teaching programs. However, this is in direct opposition of the study completed by Van 
Zee and Minstrell (1997). Since Minstrell is regarded as a teacher of excellence, his 
practices are not only guided by his beliefs, but also foster the emergent goals of 
instruction and student learning (Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997). Data from Mitchell 's 1994 
study indicated that the theories held by the individual teachers varied in degree of 
development, although each theory was based on an initial, stable set of beliefs about 
questioning skills and the purpose that they served. Mitchell (l 994) viewed the elements 
of the beliefs to be non-contextual. Van Zee and Minstrell (1997) assert that the 
interpretative framework for reflective questioning "modify the way they envision 
interactions with their students in the classroom" (p. 259). Simon (1994) indicated that 
" the exploration of students' mathematical thinking involves the application of teachers 
developing theories of mathematics learning" (p. 84). 
Gender 
In the study conducted by Roth in 1996, he observed and analyzed videotapes of 
the interactions of a teacher (Gitte) and the students from fourth/fifth grade inquiry 
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classroom. The analysis was completed using a sociolinguistic framework The teacher 
noted that "every time she asks a question, the interactions with students are mediated by 
other aspecrs of the setting, such as gender of the student, whether the situation is a small, 
s ingle-sex group, or whole-class discussion" (p. 709). Both the observer and the teacher 
noted that while there were no gender achievement issues, there were gender-related 
differences in the level of engagement in classroom discourse. 
During an episode of conversation exchanged between a small group of 3 girls 
and 3 boys, the teacher had felt she achieved a balance of gender, when in fact the 
students had complained. The girls indicated that they did not want to be selected or 
frequented for participation and the boys complained about preferential treatment. It was 
observed that females participated completely when conversations were one-on-one with 
another female or with the teacher directly, but entirely different in whole-class 
discussions. This was mitigated by two other episodes that clearly demonstrated a 
d istinct gender-related level of participation in whole-class discussion where the teacher 
herself, did not make an attempt to balance the participation of males and females withfo 
the class. Girls contributed little on their own and were almost never selected as the next 
speaker by either the teacher or the present speaker (Roth, 1995). 
In a study completed by Taole in 1995, he observed through observations similar 
evidence which resulted i_n boys indicating their willingness to answer questions more 
than girls and that there was a significantly higher occurrence of the teacher calling on 
than girls. Unfortunately, also in this study there were records of "the teacher making 
disparaging remarks to the girls for either not doing thei r work or getting something 
wrong in class" (p. 268). In one particular lesson it was observed that the teacher was 
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more attentive to boys, "ignored the girls" (p. 269), and provided encouraging remarks to 
boys who answered questions and remarks with negative connotations to the girls (Taole, 
1995). As a result of these observations, practices were established where teachers were 
asked to keep a class list and record every time they called on a student to answer a 
question in class. Prior to lessons, teachers were to identify specific females to whom 
tihey were going to direct questions and encouraged to choose females who were not 
normally active in class (Taole, 1995). 
Summary 
The review of literature and studies have suggested that various questioning 
strategies have a dramatic impact on teachers' instruction and beliefs, students learning 
and thinking skills, interactions in the classroom. As Gall (1970) stated, "teacher's 
questions are of little value unless they have an impact on student behavior", (p. 714). 
Additionally the effectiveness of these strategies are also influenced by other factors such 
as the extent of training, beliefs and/or theories, knowledge of content and questioning 
strategies on behalf of both teacher and student, gender, social settings, and time for 
planning and reflection by both teacher and student. 
The literature implied that continued research should be performed to develop 
models of appropriate framework for teachers to be exposed to. In order for teachers to 
develop their questioning skills and continue their modlifications of knowledge and 
beliefs, continued professional development is required. In order for professional 
development opportunities to exist, teachers need the support of other professionals and 
administration that recognize not only the benefit of questioning strategies, but the need 
for them as well for both the teacher and the student. The support of administration 
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should come in the form of simflar schedules for staff that teach the same or related 
content, time for planning and collaboration, and continued training opportunities. If 
content and context are expected to change, so must the ways in which teachers and 
students think about and experience them (NCTM, 2000). Teacher training should 
involve both the study of questioning strategies and guided practice in their use (Gall, 
1970), as teachers would guide their students. Shaunessy proclaimed that "through the 
modeling of questioning and appropriate behaviors, educators and parents can encourage 
students to move into the role of facilitator, which is essential to the development of 
lifelong skills and growth as an independent learner who asks questions about texts, 
research and life" (p. 19). 
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Methodology 
Teachers have an opportunity to learn many things when teachers themselves, as 
well as their instructional practices and interactions with students are investigated or 
researched. Past researchers have shown that teachers who investigate their own 
instructional practices: 1) tended to deve lop a more critical perspecti ve on their own 
practices, 2) when teachers were learners in the mathematics setting, the knowledge 
gained by teachers stimulated important changes in the perspective, ideas, and 
understanding that many teachers had to mathematics, 3) provided for reflection by 
teachers of the learning environment, and 4) provided opportunities for teachers to focus 
on the teaching strategies they were uti lizing and learning about (Simon & Schiller, 
1991). 
The approach utilized in this research combined the ideas of process- product 
research with that of sociolinguistic approach that highlighted aspects of teachers 
practice, focused on teacher's questioning and the impact ·it had on student' s behavior. 
Participants 
Three regular education mathematics teachers from one suburban high school 
volun teered to have themselves and their respective Math B Regents (R) classrooms 
involved in the research on questioning strategies, which were intended to provide 
teachers with acknowledgement of existing practices or with the opportunity to develop 
their teaching practices of questioning designed to promote critical thi nking skills on the 
part of their respective students. While one Consultant Teacher Services (CTS) special 
education teacher and one paraprofessional are acknowledged as being present in one 
classroom that was utilized in the study, other than their own questions or remarks being 
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included in the various interaction transcripts, they did not contribute to the analysis, 
eva luation or debriefing discussed. Both the CTS special educator and paraprofessionaJ 
agreed to have their comments or utterances made within the confines of the classroom as 
part of this study. 
Teachers 
The three teachers hereafter referred to as Teacher 1, Teacher 2, and Teacher 3, 
each had varying years of experience in teaching. Teacher 1 had taught for a total of 
eight years, fours years in the late 1980's when pedagogical teaching practices were quite 
di ffe rent, in addition to her most recent three and a half years of teaching at Penfield 
High School (PHS) and one semester at East Irondequoit High School. She had 
previously taught Math AR, Math AR Expanded, Math AJB R (two years), Geometry, 
Computer Science (CS) 1 and 2. At the time of the study she was teaching three sections 
of Math BR, one section of CS 2, and one section of AP CS. 
Teacher 2 had three and a half years teaching experience, 2 of which were at a 
different district, but included prior experience with teaching Math BR. Teacher 2 had 
taught Math AR and Math BR and was cmTently teach ing two sections of Algebra R and 
three sections of Math BR at the time of the study. 
Teacher 3 came to the study with six years of experience, four of which were at 
PHS. Teacher 3 previously taught Math AR, Math AJBR, Math BR, Math B/IV H, 
Algebraffrigonometry, Math IV, and Math IV H. At the time of the study, Teacher 3 had 
been teaching 2 sections of Math BR, one section of Algebraffrigonometry and one 
section of Math B/IV H. 
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Students 
Each of the classrooms involved in the study ranged from 25 - 30 students which 
contained a diverse population of primarily eleventh graders, both male and female. 
There were at least two accelerated tenth grade students in one class, in addition to one 
senior who was taking the course for the fLrst time. Teacher l had selected two classes 
for participation in the study. One of Teacher .L 's classes of 25 students was itself already 
involved in modeling a new special educatjon CTS support model, where a CTS educator 
and a paraprofessional, alternated every other day in providing "support" for six students 
that were classified as special education students who had Individualized Educational 
Plans or IEPs. Additionally, there were two other students who were classified as special 
education students who each had a 504 accommodation plan. The 504 plans bad been 
established for individuals who have a physical or mental impainnent which substantially 
limits one or more of their l ife activities as described in section 504 of the federal statute. 
While this particular class may not have been viewed as typical inclusion class due to the 
CTS support, Teacher 1 felt very strongly that her instructional strategies used in this 
class as well as the other, were actually more important than perhaps those that she 
utilized in her other classrooms in order to accommodate the special needs of the special 
education students. The other class selected by Teacher 1 provided her with other 
challenges, as it was a full class of 30 students. 
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 each had selected one of their Math BR classrooms for 
the participation in the study. Teacher 2 selected her particular classroom for 
consideration based on the students historically requiring a great deal more direction and 
assistance on her part than her other two Math BR classrooms. Teacher 3 selected this 
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particular section of Math BR as she wanted to enhance the learning environment of this 
class to provide for a more student-centered c lassroom, where she could gain more 
knowledge of her students' abi)j ty and understanding prior the student performance on a 
formal assessment. Teacher 3 thought the oppo1tunity to review her current instructional 
strategies and questioning techniques. would enable her to make the necessary 
enhancements or modifications that she hoped would result in more student engagement 
and communication. 
lnstrwnents and Materials 
The instructional materials consisted of a one lesson on the imaginary numbers 
and the cycle of i which served as a foundation lesson for the teachers to analyze and 
structure their queslion ing techniques (see Appendix A), and a series of lessons on a Law 
of Sines and Cosines consistent with the New York State Math B R curriculum. The 
lessons on the Law of Sines and Cosines utilized an investigative approach from the class 
text (see Appendices C - E and Appendix J (Coxford, A. R. , Fey, J .T., Hi rsch, C.R., 
Schoen, H.L, Burrill, G, Hart, E.W., Watlcins, A.E., Messenger, M., Ritsema, B.E., and 
Walker, R.K. , 2003). The teachers all agreed a return to a more inquiry-based lesson 
style was more conducive to questioning strategies, both formal and informal. 
All of the activities were carried out in the students' classroom environment with 
their regular teachers, where the interaction between the teachers and students was 
recorded by the teachers and the CTS and paraprofessjonal staff members previously 
identified in the study. During various parts of the lessons, students were paired together 
to work on various problems designed by the teachers. At the end of at least two lessons, 
informal assessments were provided to the students as ticket-out-the-door where students 
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did not need to put their name on the document. This information was reviewed and 
utiliz·ed by the teachers to modify or enhance the following lesson, homework 
assignments and anticipated assessments. 
For the development of the second lesson, teachers were provided with a portable 
flip chart of the six main categories of Bloom's Taxonomy for review and consideration 
of, in preparation of the questions that would be utilized in the subsequent lesson (Barton, 
1997). The teachers developed questions for instructional material for each lesson and 
two assessments on the Law of Sines and Law of Cosines based on the feedback obtained 
during the lessons, discussions from homework and in-class problems, tickets-out-the-
door, and post-lesson discussions. 
Equipment utilized by the teachers and students included TI-83 graphing 
calculators, overhead projector with teacher-overhead TI-83, and a desktop-pc connected 
to ceiling mounted projector for instructional displays. Other materials included student 
handouts, student copy of classroom text Core-Plus Mathematics Project, Contemporary 
Mathematics in Context, and rulers. 
Data Collection 
Data sources for the discussions and analysis conducted by the teachers included 
transcripts of interactions of the respective teachers and their students (see Appendix B), 
notes from conversations during the debriefing sessions, samples of students work 
obtained from homework, warm-ups (activity at the beginning of class meant to tie in to 
either prior or current lesson material) in-class partnered activities, "tickets- out- the-
door", and a sample of student responses to assessment questions (see Appendices E-H 
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and M ). The identity of each student was anonymous where the question and/or response 
of the teacher and student were indicated as such. 
The debriefing sessions included discussions that reflected on the lessons the 
same day that they were conducted, notes from the analysis of and discussion of the 
recorded transcripts of the foundation lesson, impact of questioning on the students 
learn ing and behavior, the impact of the responses from questions on the teachers' 
behavior and modification to instruction on future lessons and assessments. The analysis 
and discussion of the transcripts for each lesson were conducted during a series of 
meetings after school during the following weeks and numerous subsequent discussions. 
The process followed was similar to that fol1owed by Nicol in 1998-1999, Van Zee and 
Minstrell in 1997, and Simon in 1994. 
Procedures 
The teachers met periodically to develop four different lesson plans geared 
towards the analysis of questioning utilized in the classroom by both the teacher and the 
students. Each of the four lessons included the content to be discussed, essential 
questions to be covered, the learning environment, homework (if applicable), and the 
connection of the lesson to prior and future content. 
The fi rst lesson was developed to establish a baseline of the questioning strategies 
that each teacher utilized as their inherent instructional practice, in addition to the types 
of questions and responses that the teacher and students made during the various stages of 
classroom instruction and settings of learning environment. The first lesson extended the 
students process of expressing the square root of a negative value, specifically solutions 
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to quadratic equations that resulted in the square root of a negative value, to be expressed 
differently in terms of i. 
The teachers agreed on the main ideas and concepts that needed to be covered in 
the lesson, as well as the format and content of the inslructional material that was utilized 
(see Appendix A). No discussion took place with regards to what questions should be 
asked or expected difficulties that students could experience. The teachers met after 
school once the lesson was can-ied out and discussed their respective initial reflection as 
to what had transpired in their classrooms. Once the recorded transcript was provided to 
the teachers to analyze, they met to place the various questions into categories that they 
felt reflected the nature of the interactions of the teachers and students. 
The teachers were then provided with a portable index-card sized flip chart that 
contained lhe six main categories of questions as identified in Bloom's Taxonomy 
(Barton, 1997; Gall, 1970, et. al.) to djscuss the how the questions previous recorded and 
analyzed into categories compared to those of Bloom's Taxonomy. Teachers then 
discussed whether or not the newly identified categories would affect the type, 
occurrence of and development of questions that they hoped would foster student critical 
thinking for the remruning three lessons to be studied. 
The teachers worked collaboratively and developed lesson plans that incorporated 
questions the teachers planned to ask that would guide instruclion, as well as guide 
students thinking with the possibility of having students ask the important content 
questions. The teachers also identified potential pitfalls in misunderstanding or processes 
that could be expected in the students understanding and performance of their skill with 
regards to the Law of Sines and the Law of Cosines. The questions developed by the 
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teachers incorporated the objectives established by the authors of the classroom text and 
levels of Bloom's Taxonomy (Barton, 1997; Gall, 1970, et. al.) . The process of 
debriefing and analysis continued over the course of the development of and completion 
of the remaining three lessons which covered Law of Sines, Law of Cosines and a mixed 
review of both concepts. A record of any subsequent dfacussion was also made. 
Upon the completion of the four lessons, the teachers met to identify and discuss 
the overall results and the impact the research process had on their instruction, behavior, 
understanding of content, behavior of students, students performance with problem-
solving on informal and formal assessments, students critical thinking skills, and any 
other observations. Success of the study was measured in a more qualitative analysis 
through exchanges of dialogues with amongst the teachers, teachers with students and 
students with other students. Teachers agreed that if the research process has. a either a 
positive impact on the teachers' instruction in the classroom and or students performance 
determined in a subjective manner, the study was successful at some level. From a 
quantitative perspective, teachers analyzed tlhe effect the lesson study process and review 
of questioning strategies had on students' performance by the analysis of grade 
improvement on the last assessment from prior student performance. Each teacher 
looked at individual student improvement, as well as overall improvement for the 
respective classes. To the extent students and/ or teachers experienced improved 
communication, both in frequency and quality, verbal and/or written, effected teacher 
and/or student behavior with regards to mathematical thought process, critical thinking, 
knowledge of content and problem solving ability, success was achieved. 
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Results 
The teachers revised the methodology slightly as a result of the initial debriefing 
that followed the conclusion of the fust lesson. The teachers had originally planned on 
categorizing the questions contained in the questioning scripts from the first lesson into 
an agreed upon categorization scheme and to have compared the types of questions with 
those of Bloom's taxonomy. The teachers wanted to identify if they had asked questions 
that would have been viewed as critical thinking questions or those that would have led 
students to the development of critical thinking. 
The teachers did not feel that the lesson on the Introduction to Imaginary and 
Complex Numbers (see Appendix A) was very thought provoking, although it was on an 
abstract and new idea. The teachers made several reflective comments regarding the 
lesson transcripts (see Appendix B). Teacher 3 observed that her students were 
comfortable in expanding out factors using a -1 as an additional factor and very willing to 
share work on the board. Teacher 1 observed that the students in her fourth period class 
recognized the connections to the rules for exponents and some students recognized and 
were able to explain the importance of i as part of the coefficient in isolating the radical 
to other students in the class. Teacher 1 commented that the students in her 9rh period 
class asked great connection questions. She provided samples of the students' questions 
that were asked which were content specific, such as did it matter where i was in the 
expression? She noted that another student in the class answered the student's question 
instead of herself. Another student asked if i2 was possible and would it be handled like x 
when combining like terms. Teacher l also stated that she did not get to the patterning 
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cycle of i and that some of the students seemed to have struggled with a connection to the 
rules for the exponents, although students may not have had enough time. 
Teacher 2 commented that she took too much time with the warm-up and the 
homework and did not have time to cover the original lesson. She felt the questions 
asked made the students think. She restated the student's que~tions for the w hole group 
to respond to rather than the teacher. Her students did not recognize the values of the 
earlier patte rns of i as other powers of i and she was concerned about the success or level 
o f difficulty lhe students would experience with the homework assignment. Teacher l 
and Teacher 2 both indicated that it was extremely difficult to record and track both the 
teachers' and students ' questions and responses accurately. 
While the review of the lesson provided the teachers with an opportunity to see 
what information the students had remembered about some of the rules of operations with 
exponents and allowed for students to expand their knowledge about how to express roots 
fo r a quadratic equation in another form, the teachers all fe lt that different types of 
questions needed to be utilized in the classroom othe r than those that determined what 
information students recalled. They dec ided rather than categorize the questions into 
process, connections, etc., their time was better spent on the development of more 
meaningful questions that were in line with learning objecti ves that were focused on how 
the students thought when solving problems. 
As a result of the collaborative lesson planning sessions, lhree lessons that 
covered the Law of Sines and Cosines, one lesson that introduced each topic and a third 
that provided for mjxed review (see Appendices D, I , K , and L) were developed. 
Question 5 from Appendix D was omitted from the lesson initially and was used as part 
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of a homework assignment later. The checkpoint at the end of the investigation was used 
the next day after students had an opportunity for application practice and was given to 
the students separately (see Appendix F). The teachers decided that the development of 
the questions and their success in the classroom with regards to the use of questioning 
strategies was impacted by the instructional materials and environment used for these 
lessons. The teachers went back to an inquiry-based approach to instruction, which 
meant going back to the classroom text, Core-Plus Mathematics Project, Contemporary 
Mathematics in Context. However, the teachers broadened the scope of the instructional 
material which included guiding questions developed in line with sample questions from 
a tool that Teacher 1 remembered from her new teacher training four years earlier called 
the Quick Flip Questions for Critical Thinking. The questions were from: 
Leve] III Application: 
How would you use ... ? 
How would you solve __ using what you 've learned .... ? 
What other way would you plan to . .. . ? 
Level IV Analysis: 
How is __ related to .... ? 
Why do you think ..... ? 
What is the relationship between . ... ? 
Can you identify the different parts ... ? 
Level V Synthesis: 
What would happen if ... ? 
Can you propose an alternative . .. . ? 
Suppose you could_ what would you do .... ? 
Can you formulate a theory of. .. ? 
Level VI Evaluation: 
What is your opinion of. ... ? 
Why did they (the character) choose ... ? 
Would it better if.. .. ? 
How could you determine? 
How would you evaluate ... ? 
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Based on what you know, how wou Id you explain ... ? (Barton, 1997) 
An additional result of the collaboration process was that the teachers decided it 
was necessary to utilize a preliminary investigative style lesson prior to the lessons 
developed for Law of Sines and Cosines that were evaluated for the impact of 
questioning and questioning strategies. Students had not used their text in some time and 
the teachers felt it was necessary to have the students become reacquainted with the text 
and the style of the lesson. The lesson utilized by the teachers immediately preceded the 
Law of Sines investigation in the text (see Appendix C). Informal observations from this 
lesson were made in order to make a more comprehensive lesson on the Law of Sines 
which incorporated pitfalls for students' miscaJculations, as well as prior experiences 
with related material. Some students were weak on basic right triangle trigonometry that 
impacted their success early Law of Sines, as well as their understanding to the 
development of the area of a triangle formula which came later in the material. The 
investigation and the "On Your Own" (OYO) page 27 in Appendix C, as well as warm up 
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problems, served as an informal assessments for the application of basic right triangle 
trigonomen·ic function of Sine: Opposite over Hypotenuse, Cosine: Adjacent over 
Hypotenuse, Tangent: Opposite over Adjacent (SOHCA HTOA listed on student work in 
Appendices G and M). 
The teachers reviewed extensively the investigation on Law of Sines (see 
Appendix D) and developed questions that were included in the lesson, as well as an 
alternali ve way for the introduction of material that they felt started the students' process 
of thinking by having them make connections to what they knew or they thought they 
knew. ln anticipation of some of the expected responses, the teachers identified possible 
questions that would guide students thinking or redirect it as needed. The questions 
developed were: 
1) Will students want to use the Pythagorean Theorem? 
2) Will they identify the distance in the picture from the fire to the tower as a 
hypotenuse? 
3) Can you find the missing side? 
4) Why can't you use Pythagorean Theorem with the new picture? 
5) Can you use right triangle trigonometry? 
6) How would you use right triangle trigonometry to find the values needed? 
7) Could you check your answers with the Pythagorean Theorem? 
8) After introducing the Law of Sines: Will you use all three fractions to solve 
for the missing values? Why are Why not? 
9) Which ratio do you omit? 
IO) How do you know which one to omit or which ones to use? 
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Teacher 3 cautioned the other teachers that students in the past had made particular errors 
with the Law of Sines relating to which side lengths and where the students place the side 
lengths in the ratios. Her past experience indicated that students brought in the adjacent 
side to the angle rather than the opposite side, primarily because the students had labeled 
the picture wrong. Teacher I commented that it would be a good idea to ask students 
where the largest side is in relation to the angles in the triangle, etc, which could 
e liminate this error for some students and it would also provide for the opposite 
re lationsh ip that is modeled in the law of sines. This type of error did occur as part of the 
Law of Sines practice performed by the students, but the teachers had the students 
explain what was done incorrectly rather than the teachers themselves. 
In the Law of Sines investigation (Appendix D) students were asked to analyze 
Lhe problem of a non-right triangle but it was drawn on the board rather than provided to 
the students initially. Students were asked to brainstorm ways to solve the problem. In 
each of the classes, each teacher had at least one student who suggested using the 
Pythagorean Theorem. There was at least one student in each class that explained why 
this was not an option initially, but would be only after the altitude was drawn in the 
picture. Only Teacher 1 had one student who realized the law of sines was going to be 
the new alternative, but could not remember the "formllJla". When the student saw the 
formula on the next page, Teacher 1 asked the student how many and which ratios she 
would need to use. The student repJied, "I'm not sure, I'll have to figure it out again". 
Each leacher than asked the student who proposed the solution to provide the first set up 
of an equation that would be needed to solve the problem. The classes were than told to 
finish the problem. 
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Many of the students asked to have his/her answer validated as they worked with 
their partner. Once the teachers had the students share out their responses for the answer, 
the teachers each had the students decide which answer was right. The students 
determined who was right initially by either how many people bad the same answer or if 
it matched the ir own. Each teacher had a student explain the steps taken that led them to 
the right answer. Some students who had not obtained the same solution found their own 
mistakes, while some other weren't sure what they had done wrong. The next question 
raised, in some instances by the teacher and in others by the student, was "Is there an 
easier way, one with fewer steps?" From one of Teacher 1 's students, "Is there a shorter 
way so I won't make so many mistakes?" 
The teachers than directed the students to complete the next few questions in the 
investigations, where the teachers monitored the students work and discussion, providing 
individual explanations as needed. Some students had difficulty with questions 2 and 3. 
Question number 2 made the students interpret an existing solution to the problem, so 
some students did not understand what the text was asking as question 2 as the problem 
already had the steps listed to the solution of the problem. Question number 3 had no 
vaJ ues at all and had the students apply the process used in the prior problem to a more 
generalized, abstract portrayal of the same process. Teachers regrouped the students after 
the completion of number 3 to solidify and restate the developed equation of the Law of 
Sines. This was when the teachers incorporated some of the questions above as to how 
many ratios were needed and how the students knew which ones to use. Positive 
responses were made by several of the students, although there were several students who 
did not e licit a response. The homework at the end of the investigation (see Appendix E) 
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and the checkpoint that followed (see Appendix F) provided the teachers with each 
individual's level of understanding at of the Law of Sines at that point in time. 
One unexpected result of the OYO on page 31 (see Appendix E) was that students 
solved for both missing lengths, rather than utilizing the principle that the smaller angle 
woulcl he opposite the ~<;mailer side and did more work than was needed to determine 
which airport was closer. Other students did not interpret their own solution correctly, 
because they did not put the results of the equations back into the picture or put it back 
into the diagram incorrectly. Several students rounded very early in their calculations 
which if asked for the difference of the distances, the students would have gotten the 
wrong answer. In the past, students have lost points due to rounding errors, either 
completed too soon or by not using enough s ignificant digits. The teachers addressed the 
rounding issue through out the lessons. Teacher l had another student who had 
interpreted the language of the problem very literally and solved for the correct distance 
because it said the "nearby airport" (Coxford, et. al, 2003) and so he did not bother to 
solve for the other side. 
The checkpoint (see Appendix E) was utilized by each teacher in varying forms. 
Teacher 3 used the checkpoint as questions she used as part of a facilitated class 
discussion. Teacher 1 drew the problem on the board for her period 4 class and 
facilitated a class discussion, and obtained solicited responses from students. She did this 
for her period 4 class as they had demonstrated difficulty with a similar checkpoint that 
asked abslract questions in the lesson that reviewed right triangle trigonometry (see 
Appendix C). She decided to expose the students to the same abstract questions, but did 
not have them struggle with the questions as they were originally phrased. She 
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paraphrased the questions and broke them down looking from a particular perspective in 
the triangle. This was similar to what she had done previously with right triangle 
tr igonometry. She had used the map in the mall idea, where she drew a stick figure and 
said, "Solve when you are here---+". However, Teacher 1 (ninth period) and Teacher 2 
assigned the checkpoint for homework and used it to launch the djscussion for their next 
class. The results from the discussion showed students. either had a very strong sense of 
the manipulation needed for Law of Sines by the representation of multiple and accurate 
equations (see Appendix F) or were did not understand how to represent the formulas 
when no numbers or contextual setting was provided. Some students provided 
incomplete written, non-equation explanations or incomplete expfanations. Student 2 in 
Appendix F provided written and equation formatted explanations from multiple 
perspectives in the triangle. This particular student provided an accurate representation 
of solving for the miss ing angle using the inverse sine function, which has typically been 
an area that student have difficulty retaining. Some students could provide equations 
when looking for a side and show the equation in terms of the desired side, but could not 
accurately write the same type of equation when looking for the angle. 
Other results obtained from student work (see Appendix G and H) showed some 
students have difficulty formulating a picture to represent the situation if it was not 
already provided. This also occurred when only angle and side measurements were 
provided wjthout a contextual application. In some instances, students correctly drew 
and labeled the picture, solved the problem correctly, but misinterpreted the results. This 
result occurred on the Quiz in Appendix H, although the two samples included here had 
correct answers. In the problem shown in Appendix H, some students had labeled the 
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sides and angles of the triangle as a, b, c and A, B, and C respectively, however the 
defenders to the quanerbacks were also labeled defender A and B, which resulted in 
some students solving for side a, but then referring to Defender A, which was at the end 
of side b. Some students still had difficulty when the sine of an angle was provided as a 
decimal instead of having either a fraction provided or just the angle itself (Appendix H, 
extra credit section answer not provided). 
Another change in methodology occurred when the teachers had recognized the 
mixed results when the students were asked to answer abstract, generalized questions 
about when and how they would use the Law of Sines. The instructional material 
selected, specifically for original lesson for the Law of Cosines (see Appendix I), was 
revised (see Appendix J) as a result of the continued collaboration and debriefing 
sessions, based on observations made by the teachers and the perceived needs of the 
students. The teachers did not feel that the textbook lesson was developed with the same 
intention as the Law of Sine Investigation. The lesson did not have the students discover 
the Law of Cosines, nor did it provide for the application of the law with any numerical 
examples until the end of the investigation. The teachers did utilize the more abstract 
application of the Law of Cosines at the end of the investigation similar to the checkpoint 
in Appendix F. The teachers utilized a resource that other Math B teachers had 
developed and uti lized previously. However, the teachers discussed at length the strategy 
that was to be used and the questions that they had hoped would result in their students' 
deeper understandjng of how and when the Law of Cosines should be used and how the 
formula changed with different situations. Teacher 3 provided guidance into expected 
pitfalls that students experienced in the past, which was invaluable. Teachers helped 
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students recognize these mistakes and reviewed necessary steps such as PEMDAS 
(parentheses, exponents, multiplication/division, and addition/subtraction) and the 
necessary information that was needed to have the Law of Cos ines utilized as a problem 
solving strategy. Once students had been exposed to this appl ication, the teachers asked 
students why they could not use the Law of Sines for solving the problem and vice versa. 
The teachers also asked students why the Pythagorean T heorem could not be used with 
these types of problems. If students were uncomfortable with applying either Law of 
Sines or Cosines, they reverted back to the Pythagorean Theorem, even when no right 
triangles were provided. 
The last lesson consisted of 4 application problems with no pictures (see 
Appendix K). The teachers alJowed students to start this in class where assistance was 
provided if needed. Several students struggled with the geometric reference to a 
parallelogram. Many students did draw the picture, but they solved for the wrong 
diagonal and did not realize it. The teachers decided that additional review was needed 
that consisted of a more diverse mix of problems that would result in better accessibility 
for stLJdents, which included some problems wi th pictures, some without and some basic 
right triangle trigonometric appl ications (see Appendix L). Those students who struggled 
with the basic trigonometry had another alternative to the same problems if they used the 
Law of Sines, which many did use. 
The use of questions developed by the teachers resulted in increased 
communication between the teacher and students, teacher with other teachers, as well as 
between students. Teacher 1 observed that several of her students asked each other 
questions and provided explanations to each other about why they did what they did, or 
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how come etc. The same students watched Teacher 1 to make sure that it was okay for 
them Lo be having their conversations and that they weren't missing out on anything that 
the teacher was saying. Teacher 3 remarked that a student came up to her and said, "I 
know I can' t get credit for my answer, but I know I did something wrong and I want to 
figure out what it was." Teacher 2 thought her students had not increased their 
communication. with her, but she had observed an increase in student to student 
communication similar to that of Teacher 1. 
The teachers were surprised as to the success the s tudents had with the 
manipulation of the Law of Cosines and to the comfort level the students showed with 
knowing which version of the Jaw to use. The teachers decided to ask their students 
which law they were more comfortable with, but more importantly why. Teacher 3 had a 
student who commented that she thought the Law of Cosines was easier because the 
student j ust recogn izes the equation and she knows where to plug everything in and solve 
it. The same student explained that when she had to use the Law of Sines, it was 
confus ing to he r because the opposites and angles always seem to be move around. 
Teacher l had a student who commented that the Law of Sines was easier because she 
always knew that she would have to have something across from something else, where 
only one thing is missing out of the two sets. The student explained that it was easy for 
her to look for the related opposites. However, the same student stated that she still had 
trouble when she had to solve for the angle when she thought she couldn' t use Law of 
Sines. The student said when she looked at the picture it always appeared that she was 
missing information that was need for her to substitute in the equation. Teacher 1 made a 
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special note of this last comment, as she knew it would resurface when students would be 
asked to solve for an area of a non-right triangle. where no angles were provided. 
The communication initiated by the teachers and the candid responses made by 
the students made the teachers investigate and incorporate these concerns and inabilities 
in prohlem solving in future prohlems in other topics not yet covered like area of a 
triangle, resultant force and other mixed applications. 
The questioning strategies also had an impact on s tudents' behavior with regards 
to problem solving strategies. When the teachers graded the assessment on Law of Sines, 
Cosines and Basic Right Triangle Trigonometry (see Appendix M), not only was there a 
marked improvement in test scores for many of the students, students demonstrated an 
increases understanding of the geometric vocabulary, as well as the demonstration for 
alternatives to solving problems. Teacher 3 had two students that demonstrated strong 
algebraic processes and understanding of the Law of Sines, but solved for the wrong side, 
correctly. Teacher 1 had a student apply the Law of Cosines to a problem who did not 
follow the rules of PEMDAS and obtained an answer of 0. The student recognized that 
this could not be possible and utilized the properties of an isosceles triangle to find 
enough information to correctly solve the same problem correctly using the Law of Sines. 
ln the past the same student would have crossed out the bad work and would have given 
up. Teacher I and Teacher 3 each had students that got stuck when using the Law of 
Cosines because they forgot to substitute the angle in the formula. Since it was the 
isosceles triangle, they knew what they needed and switched to the Law of Sines and 
solved the problem correctly. Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 each had two students that had 
recurring difficulty in remembering when and how to use the inverse sine function. As 
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an alternative on the test, the students util ized the Pythagorean Theorem appropriately on 
a right triangle and then utilized the Law of Sines as an alternative to SOHCAHTOA. 
The overall research and collaborative process impacted the teachers instruction 
in not only the preparation of the material but how and what the teachers thought about 
the materia l, as well as how and what the teachers thought ahout how and what the 
students learned. Teacher 1 commented that the collaborative process enabled her to 
make stronger and deeper connections across the topics within the cuniculum. Not only 
did she have a better sense of what her students were learning, but she also had a better 
sense of where she needed to take their learning and how they were doing along the way. 
Teacher 1 felt that she was better prepared to handle her students' difficulties herself, but 
more importantly to enable other students to help as well. Teacher 3 stated that the 
collaborative process enabled her to develop more meaningful instruction and 
explanations on topics that she had taught before to accelerated students, but found better 
ways to disseminate and connect the information for Regents level students. She went on 
to say that she was allowed an opportunity to make new connections, relationships and 
new ways to teach. Teacher 2 commented that she was able to make her classroom more 
student-centered, where she became the moderator while the students discussed the topics 
and process. She had other students answering the questions of other students. Teacher 2 
realized that she had become a better teacher when she had a better understanding of how 
everything was connected to what she taught. She felt that she was better prepared to 
handle a larger variety of questions by her students. Teacher 2 also was able to provide 
responses that were scaffolded which resulted in a variety of answers for what her 
students needs were. Teacher 2 commented that by experiencing the questioning process 
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she now understands why questioning is so important. Teacher 3 commented that during 
the process of thinking of possible questions, she focused more on rhe objectives of what 
the students should be learning. The questioning helped her realign her teaching, made 
the instruction smoother, tighter, and brought relevance of the detail together. Teacher 3 
realized the connections the students make to the contenl which a llowed her to work on 
deepening their understanding. Teacher 3 a lso observed that there was a shif t in the 
attitude in learning the math from just looking at grades. Teacher 3 said, "The kids 
wanted the quizzes back because they told me they knew that they had done well, and 
they had." Teacher 1 noted that the kids were thinking about the strategies to solve the 
problem, as well as their solution and whether or not it made sense. Teacher 3 concurred 
that she had seem the same thing. She said, ''The change in instruction has impacted what 
and how the kids think." She went on to comment that she was very glad that the 
questioning process also had impacted her mindset as well. Teacher 3 felt much more 
positive about what and how she was teaching her students, as well as how they are 
learning. She had commented at the beginning of the process that going back to an 
inquiry-based approach was definitely needed because she felt like she was losing my 
repore with my students. As a result of the collaborative process to develop questions and 
instructional material, the environment in Teacher 3 's classroom became much more 
engaging, student-centered and positive for everyone involved. 
All three teachers agreed that they were having more conversations about how the 
students were learning, not just what they were learning. The teachers asked questions 
about why the students did not understand the material with a desire to fix or uncover 
what wasn't working. In the unit prior to addressing questioning strategies, Teacher 1 
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shared U1at when she had made statements about the students not getting it before, the 
comments were much more negative. Now she wanted to really taJk about why the 
students were getting the material with her colleagues to see if the same thing was 
happening in their classes and if and how they were addressing the problems. Many of 
the results are su~jective, but the results of this research were more qualitative then 
quant itative. 
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Discussion 
The teachers experienced first hand many of the issues discussed in the literature 
reviewed. T he teachers were first faced w ith whether or not it was important to 
categorize the questions that were recorded in the transcript of the fi rst lesson. The 
teachers decided to incorporate the levels of Bloom's Taxonomy as suggested by 
Shaunessy (2000) and King (1990), but concurred with Hamblen (1981) that the 
categorization of the questions would provide for a distraction. Instead the teachers 
focused more on the fonnulation of the questions and responses by the students that 
conformed to the spirit of the taxonomic sequence (Hamblen). The teachers wanted to 
have lessons that were based on a guided questioning strategy which they had hoped 
would result in effective instruction similar to that of King (1994). Unlike King's 1994, 
the teachers had not participated in any training, other than what they had each been 
exposed to in their graduate programs and prior professiona l development. However, like 
the question stems utilized by King, the teachers utilized similar stems identified in 
Barton's Quick Flip Questions for Critical Thinking. The stems used in Barton's chart 
were similar to that used in King' s study, as they were generic and could be applied to 
any topic in any content area. 
The results of this study largely mirror compone nts of Nicol 's study (1998-1999), 
Commeyras (1995) and Van Zee and Minstrell (1997). The results of the research 
identified many things that the teachers learned from the questions the students asked, 
where the results included many impacts o n the learning outcomes for the teachers, the 
behaviors of the teachers in how they developed their instruclional materials, and how 
thinking provoked by students questions helped them as teachers to broaden their 
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understanding of the content. The teachers incorporated reflective questioning not only 
with students but with each other similar to that utilized by Van Zee and Minstrel! in 
1997. The teachers were more aware of not only the content but also more aware of how 
and what the students would experience through the problem solving process. Similar to 
the comments by Penick, et al in 1996, questioning a student and listening closely to the 
responses allowed the teachers to be more aware of what the students were thinking and 
more importantly, allowed the teachers to find out more about why the students had that 
particular idea, which in turn had an impact 011 the teacher's instruction. 
While the result of Van Zee and Minstrell's study had an impact on the student' s 
thinking, the results of the research conducted by the teachers showed an impact on their 
thinki ng with regards to the content, their students learning, and their own instructional 
behaviors. Teacher 3 stated, "That I feel like I have reaffirmed my ways of teaching to 
make it meaningful for my students and myself." This comment is paralleled to the 
comments made in Van Zee's study where the reflective response process allowed for the 
identjfication and reaffirmation by Minstrell of his underlying and emergent goals and 
beliefs to his instructional and questioning practices (Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997). 
The teachers in this study felt similar to that of Mi nstrell, where the students in 
both studies demonstrated their responsibi1ity to think, rather than just what they knew. 
Teacher 1 and Teacher 3 both stated that the students were more accountable not only for 
knowing how to solve a problem, but that they validated the answer as well as the process 
in line with comments made in Galas (1995) and Lampert (1990). The results of this 
study reflected in statements by the teachers demonstrated that like Shaunessy (2000), 
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"reflective questions encourage students to consider their thinking processes and examine 
their strategies in a meracognitive fashion" (p.1 6). 
The questions that the teachers incorporated into their lessons and assessments 
impacted the learning environment which made it more student-centered or engaged. 
Similar to Gall in 1970, the investigations conducted in the teachers' lesson plans resulted 
in other students responding to questions and s tatements made by other students. 
As with Nicol's study in 1998-1999, the effect of exposing teachers to new 
questioning strategies provided teachers with numerous opportunities for personal 
reflection. Both Teacher 2 and Teacher I agreed that due to the discussion of expected 
mistakes and/or pitfalls that students could make and that have occurred in the past, made 
Lhern not only better prepared to handle students questions and errors, but to be able to 
redirect these questions to the students to address and explain from their perspective 
instead of the teachers. This allowed the students to think about other students results 
and thought processes. This was supported by Sitko and Siemon ( 1982), although the 
study in 1982 had provided training for teachers. Sitko and Siemon said that when 
teachers were given the opportunities to explore questioning strategies, they were more 
aware of the levels of questions they asked and of the levels of the student's answers. 
Teacher 1 and Teacher 3 commented on the significant impact it had on their mindset and 
perspective of not only the content, but tlneir view of their effectiveness of teaching when 
they spent time on the development of the questions and the impact it had on their 
teaching, as well as the students' learning. However, Teacher 2 was more tentative as to 
the overall impact the questioning process bad her and her students. While Teacher 2 
recognized a new importance questioning has in the classroom, she referred to the impact 
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it had on her more than the students. As Hall and Myers in 1977 indicated, "change in 
teacher classroom behavior closely ties and is complicated by teacher perception of 
performance" (p.167). The slight difference in comments made by the teachers were 
supported by data in Minstrell's' 1994 study that indicated theories held by individual 
teachers var1ed in degree of development, although each theory was based on an initial, 
stable set of beliefs about questioning skills and the purpose they served. Like Van Zee 
and Minstrell (1997) the research conducted by the teachers here served as a beginning 
framework to modify the way they viewed their interactions with their students. The use 
of questioning strategies brought stronger meaning to the purpose of questioning for 
Teacher 2 and the reaffirmation of inquiry-based instruction for Teacher 1 and Teacher 2. 
All three teachers recognized how questioning strategies allowed them to experience the 
exploration of students' mathematical thinking and like Simon in 1994, recognized that 
such exploration involves the application of the teachers developing the theories of 
mathematics. All three teachers developed a stronger understanding of the content 
taught, as well as connections to future content the students would expeiience. The 
lesson development, implementation, debriefing meetings and continued refinement and 
reflection process that the teachers went through in this study were very similar to the 
stages identified in Simon's 1994 study. As the teachers in his study went through the 
stages of exploration, concept identification and application, a new exploration stage was 
triggered. The cyclical aspect of both studies gave more meaning to the adage monitor 
and adjust that is usually a daily doctrine of most educators. As Simon (1994) stated," the 
cyclical aspect of [this] framework emphasizes new learning always involves the 
application and extension of previous knowledge" (p. 78), but the teachers in this study 
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felt that this was not only true for their students but themselves as well. As Simon (1994) 
stated, "experiences with students' learning of particular mathematics content contribute 
to teachers' understanding of mathematics in general" (p.84). 
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Conclusion 
The questioning strategies utilized by the teachers in this study had an embedded 
purpose within a particular content and context at times that contained components from 
Galas (1999) and Penick et al (1996) where the teachers followed certain steps that they 
developed, from King (1990), Barton (1997) and Coxford et al (2003) where they utilized 
a type of framework for questioning and sequencing developed with Bloom's Taxonomy 
and question stems in line with content objectives, from Commeyras (1995) and Nicol 
(1998-1999) involving student questioning, questioning, listening and responding and 
reflective teacher questioning. 
The research conducted in the study demonstrated the standards by NCTM (2000) 
where "the teachers played an important role in helping enable the development of 
reflective habits of mind by asking questions and by anticipating the student's questions" 
(p.52). Additionally the teachers listened to each other and their students which allowed 
for all involved to develop and deepen their own understandings. The NCTM (2000) also 
stated that "conversations in which mathematical ideas are explored from multiple 
perspectives sharpen their thinking and make connections" (p.59). This statement was 
supported by the students as well as the teachers. The teachers in this study demonstrated 
that they not only learned from each of the other teachers, but more importantly from the 
experiences that they shared with their students by experiencing the content with the 
students both in and out of the classroom. The teachers in this study enhanced their 
knowledge coincident to Simon's (1994) "six key components oflearning: knowledge of 
mathematics, knowledge about mathematics, useful and personally meaningful theories 
of mathematics learning, knowledge of student development of particular mathematical 
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ideas, the ability to plan instruction that adheres to the reformed principles and standards, 
and Lhe ability to interact effectively with students" (p. 72). 
The teachers in this study experienced first hand a statement made by Penick ec al. 
( 1996) that questions raise new ideas and suggestions, which stimulate student thought 
and action while revealing a particular strand of problem-solving logic. However, to what 
extent the questions, questioning technique and questioning sequences utilized by the 
teachers had on the development of critical thinking and critical thinking was not 
determined. The time period and nature of the mathematical top.ics covered were too 
short and limiting for the teachers involved to have determined the overall impact they 
had on changing the status or level of the students' critical thinking skills. It was clear 
that for many students, there problem solving ability had improved and both the students 
and teachers were thinking more about what and how they were learning. Teachers 
became more aware of the type of questions that address higher Level thinking and that 
the need for reciprocal communication is major component to the success and 
development of student and teacher understanding. 
Continued research needs to be conducted to develop training models and 
framework for teachers to experience and recognize the benefits for both the student and 
teacher. There is a need to help teachers develop opportunities for and provide them wjth 
the skills that enable them to provide for student centered questioning which requires 
teacher-student dynamics different that what is typically observed in classrooms. 
Continued professional development opportunities should be made available for teachers 
that will allow the teachers to develop their questioning skills, knowledge and 
educational beliefs to foster the teacher-student dynamics established by NCTM (2000) 
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which would provide for opportunities for teachers to develop their skill in determining 
what types of questions should students be encouraged to ask (Commeyras, 1995). 
Another major component for teachers' success in the development and use of 
questioning strategies is the support of administration by providing for similar schedules 
for teachers who teach the same content. A major obstacle for the teachers in this study 
was the constant battle to schedule time for discussion, instructional planning, group 
reflection and modifications to instruction, as no pair of teachers in the study had the 
same planning period, in spite of the three teachers teaching at least two sections of the 
same course, in addition to one or more additional courses that they needed to prepare 
for. Most of the collaboration on the part of the teachers in the study was outside their 
contractual day which was extremely difficult to manage with the personal and 
professional demands of each of the individuals. 
As Commeyras ( 1995) stated, "if we take over all or most of the questioning , we 
niiss out on learning with our students, and we deny them the experiences they need to 
hone their questioning ability" (p.105). An inquiry based approach to teaching does not 
always need to be about discovery, but rather "an approach to education [that] privileges 
students' natural questions, and their questions become the center of teaching and 
learning experiences" (Commeyras, p. 105). 
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Appendix A 
Lesson l: Introduction to Tmaginary Numbers 
Intro to Imaginary Numbers 
Solve the following quadratic equation using the quadratic formula. 
x2 - lOx + 40 = 0 
Date 
--
Math B 
The solution of the equation requires ~ to be a number. But -15 does not 
have a square root that is a real number. To overcome this problem, the 
- ------
number i was invented and was defined as follows: 
i=H 
Radicals can be "reduced" into a form including i. 
Ex.) r-9 .J-25 .J-so 
When operations are performed on the square roots of negative numbers, the 
first step in reducing is pulling out the i ! ! ! 
Simplify and Combine each of the following: 
a.) .J-49-2r-4 b.) 3..J-2 +F-8 
c.) .J- 48 + .J- 27 d .) 4N +3.J-20-6.J-45 
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Appendix B 
Transcripts from Lesson 1: Introduction to Imaginary Numbers 
Teacher 1: Period 4 
T = Teacher, S = Student 
T: Who can share their solution to this problem: x 2 - lOx + 40 = 0? 
T: When you solved the quadratic, was it factorable? 
S: No you needed the quadratic formula. 
T: Did you get .J-15 somewhere in your answer? 
S: J4-JI5 
J4 
T: Why not simplify this to get .J-60? Do I know 10 ± J4-Hs 10 ± 2~ 
= 
2 2 
T: Could I do one more step? 
S: Divide everything by 2. 
T: How can that not be a solution? Put it in the calculator. What can you imagine the 
parabola doing? 
S: It won' t hit the axis. 
T: It' s an imaginary number for a non-real root. What piece is causing the problem? 
S: The negative part. 
T: What are the factors of H ? 
S: -3. 
S: 9 and -1 
T : Do I know .J9 ? 
S: 3 
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T: Get J9 -H. What is H =to? 
S: i 
T: H can be expressed as 3i. 
T: How about .J-2S? 
S: Si 
T: What steps did you do? 
T: What is J25? S 
T: What can I do to isolate the factors in terms of i ? 
T: Why does S.Jii look funny? 
S: It should be Si Ji because it would be hard to telJ if the i is under the radical. 
T : Yes, let's bring it out with the coefficient. 
T: What happens when you square i? 
S: Can you combine i's? 
T: What is 4i +2i? 
S: 6i 
T: What is 4i x 2i? 
S:8 
T: What about the i's? 
T : What math is there that I can do if I raise i to different powers? i2 =? i = ? 
S: -1 
T ·2 '? : I= . 
T: i x i? 
S:HxH 
T: What is a radical times itself? 
S: itself 
T: What's underneath the radical. What about i3 ? 
S: H xHxH 
S: Aren't they all just -ls? 
T: What is i4? 
S: -1, nope wait hang on 
T: Use our exponents or rules from exponents 
S ·2 .2 : l x l 
T: When we multiply we add exponents 
S:-lx-1=1 
T : What happens when I get to the 5th power? 
T: What is i2? 
S: -1 
T : What is i3? 
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T: Have we seen this before? Are we starting to build a pattern? 
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Teacher 1: Period 9 
T = Teacher, S = Student 
T: Who can share their solution to this problem: x2 - 1Ox+40 = 0? 
T: What did you get for the solution? 
S: For what? The quadratic formula? 
T: What was the value for the right side of the equation? 
T: What does it simplify to? 
S: 100 
T: -4 x 40 x 1? 
S: 160 
T: You said there is no solution. Why? 
S: Because it is the square root of a negative number. 
T: Put the equation into they= on the calculator. Do you get a parabola? 
S: Yes. 
T: What do you get for -J-15 ,from.r-60 ? 
S: Simplify. 
S: It's2x2x-15. 
T: Don' t you want to be able to simplify as much as possible? 
S: Yes, if you take care of the negative part, you can factor out a 2. 
T: What should we do with the square root of the negative 1? 
S: Pull it out 
S: Don't you put an i in it? 
T: Now we will. 
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T: What is the piece of the number that is causing the problem? 
S: -15 
T: -J- 15 or -15? 
S: -r-15. 
T: What about -J-25 ? 
T: If I had J=9 , I do not know the answer to it, but what could I do to evaluate it farther 
or simplify it further? 
T: J9 . .J-i_ 
T: What's J9 ? 
5: 3 
T: What~? 
S: i 
T: What is -J- 25 equal to? 
S: Si 
T: What is the next one? Need a couple of minutes? 
S: Yeah. 
T: Just go about it the same way. 
S: Is there a radical sign in the answer? 
T: For this one there is a radical sign, but will there always be one in the answer? 
T: What do you think the answer should be? 
S: Is the i under the square root? 
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T: Excellent question. Class what do you think? 
S: It's like an x value, right? 
T: Exactly 
T: 4i + 2i will g ive you what? 
S: 6i 
S: What do we do if we have x2? 
T: Excellent question, let's look at that. 
T: Can you add 4i + 2i2? 
S: No 
T: What is i2=? 
S: l , no wait -1 
T: How did you get l? 
S: Never mind, I'd want it to be -1. 
T: What is - 1 x -1? 
S: I 
T: What about t1? 
S: ix ix i or Nx~x~ which equals .... -r-J. or if you like better - i. 
T: What about the next power? What should I be doing? What does it equal? 
S: l 
T: How did you get it? 
S: It is ~four times. 
S: How can you get i2005? 
T: There is a way to figure it out mathematically or using a pattern. Think about it. We 
discuss it tomorrow. 
Teacher 2: Period 2 
T =Teacher, S =Student 
T: Please find the solution to the quadratic on the handout. 
T: How many people need more time. 
T: How are we do far with this? 
S: It's .J-60? 
T: If thjs were a J60, how would we break this down? 
T: Are there 2 factors where one is a perfect square? 
T: Which one would you want to keep +? 
S: 4 and 15. 
T: Why 4? 
T: Why djd you say 15? 
T: You can't reduce~? 
T: Can you not have the square root of a negative number? 
S: Are these imaginary numbers? 
S: Where do you get non-real? 
T: Can you break down .J4 to a 2? 
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Teacher 3: Period 1 
T =Teacher, S = Student 
T: Does someone remember what an imaginary number means? 
S: i 
T: What was i? 
S: The square root of negative one. 
T: Does everyone have one? 
T: If the H = i , how does .J-49 breakdown? 
T: Emily do you want to share? 
S:No. 
T: .J-49 breaks down to HJ49 =What are these pieces= to? 
S: 7i 
T: What about H ? 
S: HJ2 =iJ2 
T: How many of you are following so far? 
S: (Most raised hands.) 
T: What about H + H? 
S: Is that right? 
T: Almost 
T: What does H become? 
S: 2J2i 
T: How many of you got this much H .J4J2? 
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T: So the last step is 2J2;. 
S: Does it matter where the i is? 
T : No, but do you think it could be confusing at the end versus the front so it wouldn' t 
look like it's under the radical? 
T: How long do you think imaginary numbers or i have been around for? 
S: Just by the way you said the question, I don ' t think so long. 
T: How long have quadratic equations been around? 
S: Since ancient Greece. 
T: Why do you think ancient Greece? 
S: This is when equations were created. 
T: What was going on in the 1500's? 
S: The Middle Ages. 
S: Beginning of the Renaissance. 
T: Right, the end of the Dark Ages. 
T: What went on in the Renaissance? 
S: Revamped Math and Science. 
T: Actually Art and Music. Positive changes and growth. Land owners tried 
to maximize profits from crops and have to come up with creative calculations for 
area. 
T: i is what? 
S: i= N 
T: What is i2 ? 
S: r-i..r-i. which j ust becomes Ji 
T: Just l right? 
T: What about i3? 
S: -1 
T: How? 
S: i2 xi which is -1 x Hoh wait that isjust - H 
T: What about 14 ? 
S: -2 
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S: Isn't it -H x i? so wouldn ' t it be -H x H which would be -1x-1=1 
T: or Px i2 or -1 x -1 = 1 which is the same thing right? 
T: How many of you are following so far? 
S: Many raised their hands. 
T: What about i5? 
S: i5=i2 x i2 xi 
T: Which is -1 x -1 H? 
S: Yeah. 
T: Is this what you were going to say? 
S : Yeah. 
T: Sol= i4 x i2. Why did I pick a four for one of the exponents? 
S: Its easier. 
T: What is i4 =? 
S: 1 
T : What is i2? 
T: How are we going to break i7 down? 
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T: Asked another student to help the first student, what do you think? 
T: / = L4 x i2 xi= l x -1 xi 
T: Anyone see a pattern yet? 
T: i7 is the same as what? 
S: ;J 
T: i'° is the same as what? 
T: class? 
S ·2 : l 
T: What do you think i8 is = to? 
S: 1.s = i4 x i4 = 1 x 1 = 1 
T: How many of you followed this? 
T: Homework - finish both worksheets 
T: Ticket out the door - no time to write responses - give me 1 main idea and 1 question 
from today's class, anyone. (Bell rang). 
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Appendix C 
Review Lesson Investigation 1 Triangulation 
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Appendix D 
Lesson 2 Investigation 2 The Law of Sines 
INVESTIGATION 2 The Lavv of Sme 
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Appendix E 
Homework I Law of Sines Student Work 
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Appendix F 
Checkpoint Law of Sines Student Work 
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Appendix G 
Homework 2 Law of Sines Student Work 
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Appendix H 
Quiz Law of Sines Student Work 
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Appendix I 
Original Lesson 3 Investigation 3 The Law of Cosines 
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r I 1· I .i 
Ch1~ckpoml 
•• 
I' 
f I J t - •I ,, 
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' 
.. 
Be p1epar •d to e~pl.li11 yo1ir t'lmlllng tu tl1e e11t1rL' cl.1ss 
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Appendix J 
Revised Lesson 3 Law of Cosines 
r1a111e_ 
Unit(, 
Law of Cosines 
Date __ 
Math 6 
C.J •ar you t'1c:\C niy L."ed tr1grr1cmetry in mangles. By u!ling a 
1 ·m of lh•.: t.11st.:-:n~'- rorrnula, w ... ~-;r, U!lt. mgonc.rnetry in illlY triangle to tino the 
r1 <:sure Oi s di..:s ..ind dr19.1.:s. 
T .: I •lle:111ng iormula 1s rc:il lt.:d The- Law cit Cosines. 
It con be u~~d to find the third s1dE: of a triangle If you know the two other sides 
;rnd t'1e angle In betw1:::en. 
Jn · \Bl, /I= I I, c - I :', and m <A= 120'. Find ato the nearest integer. 
t 13E: sure to remember order of operations!!!) 
It 1s 1rnpor lant tc know that any side of the triangle could be found using the 
LdW of Co~1nes. To ac~ummodate this the formula can be written 3 different 
ways: 
a. =fl~ .... c· - '2bCCt)S. A 
1; · -.:i· ~c· -2accosB 
< ·., u:., b1 - ~<1bu1s(' 
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Pr2ct1c:e: 
In ~ Ill a= 2, b = 5, ano 1. ~l - .. Tne t.}ngth o' side c s 
I'• b) '\ ,, c) .,.r:;4 
.n v , a 6 - t-, and - V.l.ac i~ tf-i1.: cnglt101 <1de c7 
" 
o) ,. I If' b) ,L~ c) 10 d) 8 
3) In \\flt o = 3 b = 5, and ,,, .• ,-=I :o . Find tt1e value ot c. 
-1) If tne lt.ngths ot two :.ides 01 ii triangle are 7 and 10 and the cosine ot the 
1ncluOcd anole is _J_, what 1s tt1~ l~oglh of the third side? 
- 7 
5) Jn .'lbAfl, 1· - J, 1, •I fJ I and m < /) 1(1' • Find d. 
6) Find to the nearest 1ntc-gtr the rr asure of the base of an sc~eles triangle if 
U1c measure of the vt:rtex angle 84 dLgri.:t;;S and the measure of t:ach leg is 12. 
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be u ··Cl to fino one 0 1 the ar.gles 1' all 3 de5 are 
Ftnd Hit 1 icasure ot th1• argest angle, to tl,e nea11.::st degree, of the nbcve 
t•.,11 g t.! 1f lt•1:: mcasur r.:!i of th~ sides of lhi: lrrang!~ ari:: 5, 6, and 7. 
Prarnce: 
1 1 !11 ':I/WI , '' - •>, , 1_1 und d 15. Tht! cosine or the angle N is 
01 I t-) 0 
' In \R.~7, r - .) , 7 , ~na 1 i:,. hno 111 < s . 
3) ln 'L\ll( , tht.: nkl.lSlJ r.-:s er tne s O•.:~ ure 3, 5, and 7. Find lht.:: nkusure of the 
sn,alh.:.l ""9 l- in ll11; lnc.1ngle. 
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Appendix K 
Mixed Review Law of Sines and Cosines 
I I •' l 
I 
I. Th .. <:g as o· <; p r· rt ~::am <"lre 1e~pecl1vdy 7.0 inchc.s .:no 10.0 111c.nes 
n , d tt-icy 111tt r!.Lct al Lin a ''::'le 01 t•5 . rind the l\,;ngth or one of the lc..ngt::r 
1dC:S Of th~ f''-'tulldogram lO ttw !Kcl i;;.St tt::nlh of an inch. 
" 
"' A canoe race 1~ to be run over a lr angular course marked by buoys A, B, and 
C. TI• distanLe Ud'Nccr, A aoa Bis 100 )cirds, tnat t...Ltv.een B cind C s 160 
i ords, ,.ind tr.,:l t•i.:t\·1r:en C and A s ~20 yards. Find, lo the nt:C:rtst degree, 
m .... \UC. 
Queslionjng Stralegies 100 
nl 1cc:ios R1 nd :n im:;;rsc.-a at a town T and ;orm v.1th 1 ::ich 
. lc.:n£ ar F <:nd Sare ::2 mil..:$ and 31 mlies 
'-/. A sur'. eyer on th•. g~ound tckt.:s ewe; rt.oaings of the ar. ... le of j l.!\ otion of the 
top of a to·.-.er. from the ; 50 n ap<m, the mc<Jsurt:!> "re ,:;o nnd 0°. rind the 
t0\~1,;r's lt1.. ght to t!11.. nc;:ircst 1oot. 
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Appendix L 
Review for Quiz Law of Sines, Cosines, Basic Right Triangle Trigonometry 
. " 
• th o K• v1 w tor Quiz ;;3 
I . p I.et •Jil NOT lCll yrJU wtwt to USo:.:, hvWo.;:V(.!r, ,•ou ,•;ill 11\ o.;:d LO 
u e ILi er La\-. of S nes, Cosines, or Special Right Tr 1,1nglc Rvlios. 
, , thL . "r11 u tngonom•_:r 1c "pu:zlt:!s" b) dec1d111g 110'.\I Lo 11 ~L: tl1-= 
n11 rn1c111on tt1dl J:, µrov1ded, with lhe 1r1torrnat1on lhrit 1s n•'t:dd.l tor 
lh< v .-~ nous l.::1ws. 
T , • 1 n1ulu fo1 tht.: La.v of Sines 1s .• 
1 h 1orrnuld or Law of CO!>lnc::S i~ . 
.'. rlt~ nll thret: v rs1ons) 
l 1h! ll r• ~special rnt10::; for a right triangle are: 
In \\Ii• 11 • , Ill. .1ml m. \ -111 Wt11ch star..:1ne11t c:nn b~ USi.;d Lv 
find tll1. value C1f • l ·' 
I 1) ~ii( 
? '"'' 
ltJ 
14 
\ I ( II 
t.11:..g· c 
1 41 
43 
I. I' 
( <) . I 
_, !Ill -
111..?I 
l" 
ll <oil 0<1 
( 4) Slll l °" !'I 
.... !JI .at 1:::. 11. 1: to ·he /lt drc .,: 
(3) 4.; 
(·l ;3 
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'c throi.; cit a m L lllu n lot a 1 rc1p :.i5La 
v ·- 'Olflt!:i ., und Ei ot i-(h n l f d t the prr p I l cl 
r ~ J tilt: !llOUnlCJln. Tl1c:y d1 l• r rrnr.1.:d l11~1t At 
2, 900 met1:::r::.1 and '''· IC 1: 11 1. Drc1» .. a 
lC tl"irs Sltua[IOO and rind lhe 11.:ngth of ll 1e lUllrlCI 
o he n, are i n der 
J 1 t t: accompdn\ ng d1agr.Jm 01 rrghL tnangli! 4/JC, AB = b, BC = 
15, AC= 17, Jr d m. ABC= 90. 
What ~tan 
~ 
\1) (3) ll p 1 ... 
Ii I flt.:/' 
( •l ) I:_, 
I 
11 b I . r.Jnd a 
rt: c.rori Jt 50°. Tt1e d1star cc bet\'/t:en Ult.. 
ci 1 d •h·.: ~unkt::n hip on LI t.: o L<1n rloor 1::. _uo 
r llo r 5 lev in l!11::> tir..:a l1u'.\ rar abov.::: th 
t:~: mt.:11..:r, 1~ tl"i" st up on t tii.: · ur 'act:., 
• 
.. . 
.. 
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f t 
ta 
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/, -l1. 11. \ h" 111 b 
Fina ti11.: ergth of tnc; di.: 
11 ,-, addl'.r k<iri1nn dOu1nst ii t>11ild1ng m.Jkc .. an anglt..: or ::-:-. \".1lll 
It vtl <Jrouno. II t Iii! d1::>t<J111.:1:: rrom the toot of the l.idder to tht..: 
bui!d.ng 1s 6 l~cl, 1111d, to tile nt:;:in.~st foot, lww far up the l:iuild111g 
the ladder will ri.::.ich. 
., H- 1 • •• 111.l .• r - ::1. Find thP ll.'!ngtl1 of side Li. 1.2. In \\/11 .'in \ 
Ir.~\/11, ,=./ • ·"· "'· 11 -I' . F111d t111? vnllH 01 ~111 A. 
... 
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tnt" ac ompan 1 ng d1agr...,m, ,1 person ccin tra cl rt on 
ty lo Buftul bv going nonh : 70 mil.~!> ·o Ab n7 and 
m lo;S t B lido. 
il I <in L ,,, Ilk _, WcJrH~ to l"11.:s1gn a highway to connect New !'or k City 
w H.:<.t,y tu Buffalo, at what angle, x, would 511.,;; need LO builcJ llk 
h1 t1wuv" r-11111 Lile angl1 to the flt .:Jr'2Sf dL'C/lur', 
t T 'tk / ._.Jr t mlli:, to .. n ,inv miles would bv ave. bv trav1.ltn~1 
1••- ·ty I t.~ v 'ru (" l l Bufru o '"tiler LI cm b·, tr .. , ~ling ltrst l 
Alban , an l ll er to B Jffillo J 
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Appendix M 
Quiz 3 Law of Sines, Cosines and Basic Right Triangle Trigonometry 
Student 1 
unit u: Trigo110111etry - Quiz ,;;3 
P• nod 
Mt.1th B 
Sro·:. A I Wo k 1 
.•1 tl1 • 1 (H111 r11 1 1n9 dlcigrom ot \ 1/lt 111 1 ·ti ,, 1 -11 ,,111.1. \1 I' 
I/I ,1t 1~ tht: I ngth nr s d1_ I/ to th1.: nr.::..,,ri;:st tenUJ? 
1) 1.11 ()) 11.'j 
2) 10 l (4) 1? 0 
::. .Vtuch ratio rcpres• nts cos A 1n me accompan , 1ng 01agrc:lm ot 
\I ( ' 
1, 
{l) ".I 
. ) 
J. Tile a1191~ of 1·fcvauon from e1 point 25 tcet from the bc:ise of c:i trr'c 
on e ,•..,t grouno to the ~op of the tree 1~ '30°. Wh1ct1 t:QUat1on can be 
uc;l.!d to find the tie ght ot the tr••1"? 
(3) s Ii '30 -
'\ -~ 
4 I • " 
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I 
O>\ n 1n tnt..: <h.com,_ anymg diagran two track1rig stauon:>, A 
d R, art.; on .:in ~ t-;'.<;:St ine 110 rn le apc1rt. A fort;; t Jjrc 1 
t d at F, on a hearing 112° northc<1st o ~ta~1on A and 15° 
n rt east f Sldt1on B. Ho\. far, to the ncari;:.t m11t;, is the f1~1,; ·ro•1 
t ton A;> 
( 
r. 
' 
Two .straight rouds, Elm Street ond Pine Sln.:..:t, inter<;1•c:t u~c1t111u d 
•lO nci.c, as ho·.-.n In •tie ~iccornpanymg dmgram. John's house ( 
J) son £:Im Street and Is 3.~ mil~~ 1rorn ll1e point 01 111tl rSl!dron. 
M.:iry I ouc;e (N) is on Prne Strt:Ct dlld ,5 S.r, miles trorn rne 
tc. l ll n F111d, to tn. ni.;dtt'.!:ol ttrllh or a m/f(•, tilt direct d SlilllC• 
b\!l \'Cen th..:? ll'IO hOUS1:S. 
. ...... 
I• I 
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It 
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Student 2 
Unit G _,_ ........ cuy - ~UIZ #3 
F r d 
!· :ti 6 
~how Mii ~ ork 
c ompanymg d agram of \I , , Ill l 
\'o hat 1 the 
l} 6 6 
ngth of de \Ii to tne neare!.>t t<:nlli? 
(3) 11.5 
(2 lO 1 
A n th<.: accomp<in, 1ng d.agr, m of 
~I 
' 
I.! (1) 
I• 
(3) 
"' 
2} I ( .j) I ~ 
I J 'l 
rhc angle ot dl'vat1on 1rom a point 25 ri.::et 'rorn the base or a tf~e 
on level ground to the top o• th lr~c 1 .. 30° Which equation can be 
U'>t!d to fine the hc.:19ht o' the tri.;e? 
l<.10 30 
cos 30° - ~' 
3) sin 30° -
"i 
4 - ., ., ... - \ 
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n ta din 1-\iel tr u d is 2,000 feet aw y from th•""" foot or 
ot tall t u1ld1 •O " <;f .m 1r t " , ~companying drag1 am. To 
tne n1 dft::'I CJ<?91, e, \ 1hat is 1 he valut:! c 1 '? 
_, 
tio .·• n m the a cornpan~ 1119 diaoram two t ilCk1ng stallons, 1 
d 8 1 arc on an east v.est line 110 miles apart. A tor est fire 1s 
lo aterJ .it F, ori a he.o 1119 4 ' r.01 lt11.:<JSt o t st1JL1on A and 15° 
n rthe 1st 01 t 1110•1 ll H• v. t 'lr, tn t110 nr:>ar1•<;t m11t•, is ln•' 111 \, tr om 
<t.t1u A' 
--n, 
, 
• 
- !-
' 
'T tra1gn dCIS, Elr1 Sti 1' l and I'm·· s· 11.:c;t, nti;r(;1•ct Cl tei.Jt I g fl 
:o t1ny1 • a s 10.-.n nth .., 1..on p ny no di 19r,irn. Jo!m::. ti use ( 
J) 1 r Elm Street and 1s 3 :? 1111lt.:::- from the po1nL 01 1·1t1.rsection. 
Mciry t1ous1:.: (M) IS on Pint! Street .:md is 5.6 rn11cs tron1 Uh? 
111t• ,.. 1.::Cl1on. Find, to ct1~ n1:cJrest tenl/J or a mlh11 the d11 eel distance 
bel\.ecn the Lwo houses. 
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Th • nam Vto!t r ns Mc111orial tn W ... s!iington, D.C., ts rnacle up of 
lv-.o wa I , c:ach L46.7S lect long,tllat meet ot an angle ot 125.-
Frn I, to the: ea rest root, t 11e d1sta nee between thi.; ends ot the 
-Jails lt at oo nc1t med 
